Epson Robots set the industry standard for ease of use, quality, performance and overall value. As with many industrial automation systems, occasional maintenance is sometimes needed. CIMTEC automation is here to train, maintain and repair your Epson systems.

**ROBOT REPAIR SERVICES**
Certified technicians to diagnose problems and repair parts quickly
- On-site
- Standard in-house
- Epson SCARA
- Epson 6-axis
- Epson controllers

**ROBOT TRAINING**
Training classes are taught by factory-trained engineers with years of experience
- Epson SCARA maintenance
- Epson SCARA programming
- Epson 6-Axis maintenance

**LEGACY MIGRATION SERVICES**
Custom migration plans and risk assessments including programs and drawings
- E2C/E2S/E2L/E2H
- RC320/RC420/
- RC520/RC620/RC170
- PROSIX PS3/PS5
- All legacy Seiko Epson robots

**PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE**
Keep your equipment running smoothly and avoid the consequences of unexpected breakdowns
- Scheduled preventative maintenance
- Risk assessments
- 24/7 phone support
- Maintenance programs
- Training
- Epson spare parts

CIMTEC AUTOMATION IS HERE TO TRAIN, MAINTAIN AND REPAIR YOUR EPSON ROBOTS. FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR EPSON ROBOT SUPPORT.